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More code examples? We heard you.
For a consolidated list of USB Hi-Speed Code Examples, please visit our code examples web
page.
®

The EZ-USB family of chips has an 8051 core, which has 16 address lines. The chip is able to access
64 KB of external memory. However, the firmware size sometimes may exceed 64 KB. This application note
describes methods of overcoming this 64 KB limitation and also demonstrates the implementation of one such
method.

1

Introduction
The amount of memory that a microcontroller can address is restricted by its address and data bus widths. For
®
example, the 8051 in EZ-USB parts can address only 64 KB of memory because its address bus is 16 bits wide and
data bus is 8 bits wide. This restriction in turn restricts the size of the firmware. This restriction of firmware size can be
overcome by code/memory banking.

2

Overview
Code banked firmware consists of banks and common area (The number of common areas depends on the
application. In most cases, there is only one.) The operations involving bank switching in code banked firmware is
handled by common area. Depending on the algorithm used, there can be common area in each bank or one bank
that is the common area. Even if a common area is present in each bank, the common area code is the same
regardless of the bank.

2.1

Possible Methods
There are many possible methods to achieve code banking. This application note describes two possible methods,
differentiated by the resource used to achieve bank switching. These are:




Code banking using xdataport

Code banking using GPIOs
xdataport is the address and data port used by the microcontroller to access external memory.
2.1.1

Code Banking Using xdataport
This method uses external logic to implement hardware registers. In this method, a memory location is defined as a
register for storing the bank selected. When this register is written to, the corresponding address and data is exposed
on the address and data bus of the microcontroller. This data is stored and used by the external logic to manipulate
the address read from the memory element.

2.1.2

Code Banking Using GPIOs
This method uses GPIOs as bank selectors. Depending on the number of banks, the number of GPIOs used varies.
This solution may not be feasible in conditions where GPIOs are a critical resource.
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2.2

Code Banking Memory Architecture
There are two possible memory allocation architectures of code banked firmware, based on the common area
configuration used. They are:




Code banking using one common area

Code banking using common in each bank
Figure 1 represents two architectures. The logic behind having a common area is that it is accessible no matter which
bank is selected. This makes it the ideal block to handle operations that involve bank switching.
Figure 1. Code Banking Based on Common Area
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2.2.1

Code Banking Using One Common Area
This method is very effective in terms of memory use because it avoids the memory waste that can occur when there
is more than one common area. This algorithm involves manipulation of the MSBs of the address bus to achieve
bank switching. Bank0 is commonly used as common area. In this case, the external logic must make sure that the
common area is accessible regardless of the bank selected. This method involves complex hardware. In this method,
the common area contains bank switching logic, code, and common variables.

2.2.2

Code Banking Using Common Area per Bank
This method uses data in the hardware register or GPIO directly as address lines to the memory element. This allows
the presence of common area for each bank. Although this method can cause memory waste, the hardware is less
complex. In this method, the common area contains only the code and bank switching logic.

2.3

Importance of Common Area
The importance of common area lies in interbank function calls. An interbank function call can be seen as two steps:
bank switching and start of execution from the function called. Consider that there is no common area present in this
scenario; you will lose access to the current bank once you switch banks. Because of this, the memory location next
to that of the bank switching code must contain the function called or a jump to that function, as shown in Figure 2.
This is a very stringent requirement considering the fact that even a small modification can adversely affect this
delicate memory alignment.
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Figure 2. Bank Switching Without Common Area
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Absence of common area makes the sharing of common variables very difficult. This is also a problem for a one
®
common area per bank configuration. This is a situation where the Scratch data RAM of the EZ-USB FX1™, FX2™,
and FX2LP™ parts can be used to our advantage, as it is accessible regardless of the code bank.

3

Demonstration
This is a demonstration of code banking with two code banks, using a GPIO as the bank selector. This description is
®
based on the EZ-USB FX2LP™ DVK. Though it is demonstrated in the FX2LP part, this concept can be extended to
other chips in the EZ-USB family.

3.1

Hardware
The two code banks are implemented in the external SRAM (U3) of the DVK. In this instance, GPIO pin PE6 (Port E
pin 6) is the bank selector. In the DVK, the external memory is a 128K SRAM to facilitate code banking. The A16
(Address pin 16) pin of the external RAM is connected to 3.3V through a 10K resistor R29. Connecting PE6 to A16 of
the external RAM converts R29 into the pull up resistor for the line. PE6 can source up to 4 mA; thus, R29 provides
enough resistance in the line for it to be pulled low safely.

3.2

Firmware
®

This firmware development demonstration leverages the Keil µVision IDE‟s support for code banking. This section
provides an overview of the firmware and a step by step method of how this code banking firmware was developed.
3.2.1

O ve r v i e w
The firmware consists of two banks residing in memory locations 0x4000 to 0x4FFF. Each bank has three functions.
Each of these functions are called using an IN vendor request. Based on the vendor request, a single byte is returned
to the host. One function of each bank demonstrates an interbank function call. Table 1 describes what each vendor
command does.
Table 1. Vendor Commands
Vendor Request Code (Hex)

wValue (Hex)

Function Called

Value Returned

A6

X

c_bank_0_function_1()

01

A7

X

c_bank_0_function_2()

02

A8

Any value other than 01

c_bank_0_function_3()

11

A8

01

c_bank_0_function_3()

12

A9

X

c_bank_1_function_1()

11

AA

X

c_bank_1_function_2()

12

AB

Any value other than 01

c_bank_1_function_3()

01

AB

01

c_bank_1_function_3()

02

Note X denotes that wValue of the vendor request can take any value.
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3.2.2

Settings
You must configure some settings for the firmware to support code banking. This section describes which settings to
change.
By default, when the project is created the Project hierarchy contains the Target 1 folder and the Source Group 1
folder.
1.

In the project window on the left side of the µVision IDE, select Target 1.

2.

On the Project menu, select Options for Target ‘Target 1’. The Options for Target ‘Target 1’ window opens.

3.

Click the Device tab. Select the Use Extended Linker (LX51) instead of BL51 check box, as shown in Table 1.
Figure 3. Device Tab Setting in Options for Target „Target 1‟ Window

4.

Click the Target tab and select the Code Banking check box.
a.

Type the number of banks in the Banks: field.

b.

Fill the code banks Start: and End: addresses in the Bank Area: field, as shown in Figure 4.

c.

You use the information in this tab to specify the memory locations occupied by code and data memory. You do
this using the Off-chip Code memory and Off-chip Xdata memory fields, if the Use memory layout from
Target dialog check box is selected in the LX51 Locate tab. For this demonstration, Off-chip Code memory
starts at 0x80 and the length is 0x3F80.
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Figure 4. Target Tab Setting in Options for Target „Target 1‟ Window

5.

Click the Output tab and select HEX-386 from the HEX Format: menu, as shown in Figure 5. This allows the
hex file output to contain extended linear address records. (These records specify the code bank of that part of
the hex file.)
Figure 5. Output Tab Setting in Options for Target „Target 1‟ Window
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3.2.3

Firmware Files
Installing the Keil µVision IDE provides the L51_BANK.A51 file to aid in the development of code banked firmware.
After installation, you can find this file in C:\Keil\LIB\ (the path varies based upon the location chosen during
installation). This file manages the bank switching logic. The framework files provided by Cypress (EZUSB.LIB,
USBJmpTb.OBJ, and so on) manage the basic USB device operations. The L51_BANK.A51 file and the framework
files must reside in common area. The framework files are here: C:\Cypress\USB\Target (properly subdivided in
folders) after installing the EZ-USB FX2LP DVK. The L51_BANK.A51 file contains comments to provide information
about what a particular line does and how to modify the file based on the code banking logic used. The following list
describes the lines in the L51_BANK.A51 file that are relevant to this demonstration.



?B_NBANKS

EQU

4

; Define maximum Number of Banks

This line provides the number of banks to be implemented. In this example the number of banks implemented is 2, so
this line is modified to



?B_NBANKS

EQU

2

; Define maximum Number of Banks

?B_MODE

EQU

0

; 0 for Bank-Switching via 8051 Port

This line provides the resource used for bank switching. Because this example uses GPIO, ?B_MODE must be 0, so
this line is left unchanged.



?B_VAR_BANKING

EQU

0

; Variable Banking via L51_BANK (far memory support)

This line denotes whether the L51_BANK.A51 module is used. In this example it is used, so this line is modified to



?B_VAR_BANKING

EQU

1

; Variable Banking via L51_BANK (far memory support)

?B_RST_BANK

EQU

0xFF ; specifies the active code bank number after CPU

This line provides the code bank selected after the CPU comes out of reset. In this example it is code bank 0, so this
line is modified to
?B_RST_BANK



EQU

0x00 ; specifies the active code bank number after CPU

Based on the ?B_MODE value selected, modify the appropriate lines of code under IF ?B_MODE = statement.
In this case ?B_MODE = 0, so make the following modification under IF ?B_MODE = 0.
P1
?B_PORT
?B_FIRSTBIT

DATA
EQU
EQU

90H
P1
2

; I/O Port Address
; default is P1
; default is Bit 2

This code denotes the 8051 port from which the bank selector GPIO pins are used. In this example, it is port E pin 6,
so these lines are modified to
PE
?B_PORT
?B_FIRSTBIT



DATA
EQU
EQU

0B1H
PE
6

; I/O Port Address
; default is P1
; default is Bit 2

?B?XSTART
EQU
0x8000
;
Start
?B?XEND
EQU 0xFFFF
; Stop of xdata bank area

of

xdata

bank

area

These lines provide the start and end address of the banks. In this example 0x4000 to 0x4FFF is used, so these lines
are modified to
?B?XSTART EQU 0x4000
?B?XEND
EQU 0x4FFF

; Start of xdata bank area
; Stop of xdata bank area

In this case, these values are not based on any limitations and so are used for this demonstration. The stop of xdata
bank area value can be as high as 0xFFFF. So theoretically, this demonstration can be modified to handle a firmware
size of 112 KB.
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3.3

Assigning Code Banks
In the µVision you assign code banks to files that form the firmware. Coding such that the file contains only functions
that belong to a particular code bank makes it easier to assign code banks. In this case, commonness of variables
defined at specific memory locations to all code banks and common areas is not handled by the compiler; that is, if
that variable is accessed it just leads to access of that memory location without involving the bank switching that
might be required.
Code banks in which a function resides should be decided such that there are fewer interbank function calls. This
increases the execution speed. This section describes the steps to assign code bank
1.

Right-click Target 1 or Source Group 1 in the project window and select Targets, Groups, Files… from the
menu that appears, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Opening Targets, Group, Files Window

2.

In the Groups/Add Files tab of this window, type the name of the group under Target1 that you want to create.
In the Group to Add field and click Add, as shown in Figure 7. Notice that this group is immediately added to the
Available Groups list. When you click OK, this hierarchy is reflected in the Target 1 subtree in the project
window. It is a good practice to name the groups with the code bank number. Figure 7 shows that the groups
code bank 0 and code bank 1 are created.
Figure 7. Target, Groups, Files Window
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3.

Right-click the group name and select Add files to Group ‘Group name’. Add the files belonging to that code
bank/common area. Group name reflects the name of the group that was clicked on. Each code bank contains one
.c file with three functions, and Source Group 1 contains the framework files and the L51_BANK.A51. These are
added to the appropriate group.

4.

Right-click the group name and select Options for Group ‘Group name’. The Options for Group ‘Group name’
window appears. Group name reflects the name of the group that was clicked on. In this window, select the code
bank to which this group belongs, using the Code Bank: field. By default, Source Group 1 is in Common, and. code
bank 0 and code bank 1 are placed in Bank #0 and Bank #1, respectively.
Figure 8. Options for Group „Group Name‟ Window

5.

3.4

Compile the firmware.

Host Application
The host applications that are available on cypress.com, such as CyConsole and Control Centre, do not support code
banking. The host application provided with this application note is a CyAPI.lib (available as part of SuiteUSB 3.4 USB Development tools for Visual Studio) based command line utility that takes the code banked firmware as input
and downloads it onto EZ-USB. This section contains a description of how this application works
Note the device has to be bound to CyUSB.sys for the firmware download. This host application is capable of
downloading non-code banked firmware as well.

3.4.1

O ve r v i e w
The hex output file produced using µVision follows Intel hex format. In this firmware, since the format HEX-386 was
selected for the output file format, the hex file will contain an extended linear address record to denote the code bank.
This record has a record type value 04. Because the host applications provided by Cypress do not parse this record
properly, they do not support code banking. In the host application provided with this application note, while parsing
the hex files the record type value is used to switch bank and download the code corresponding to that bank. This
host application is generic because the code bank parameters (start and end address, number of code banks and so
on) can vary based on the application. This algorithm can be optimized using the correct code bank parameters.
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3.4.2

Code Banker
This firmware is based on a vend_ax example that comes as part of the DVK. In the EZ-USB parts, the A0 vendor
command is used to write to internal memory and is handled by the device without any firmware support. The A0
vendor command cannot write to external memory directly. To facilitate the download of code corresponding to
external memory, you must implement an algorithm. This is where code banker firmware plays a key role. This is how
the algorithm works:
1.

Develop code banker firmware residing only in internal memory, based on the needs of the application.

2.

Using the A0 vendor command, the host application downloads code banker to internal memory. Code banker
supports the A3 vendor command, which can write to external memory.

3.

The host application downloads the code that resides in external memory using the A3 vendor command.

4.

The host application uses the A0 vendor command to download that part of the firmware which resides in internal
memory.

So for any firmware that has part or all of its code residing in external memory, code banker is used in the firmware
download process. Code banker uses AD vendor command to support the downloading of code banked firmware.
This vendor command switches banks so that code can be downloaded to the other banks. In this case, this vendor
command uses wValue of the vendor command to send the bank information. Based on the design, this vendor
command must be modified to incorporate the proper bank switching algorithm.
3.4.3

4

Firmware Download
This is the algorithm for downloading a code banked firmware performed by this host application.
1.

Parse the Intel hex file and get the firmware for bank 0.

2.

The host application downloads firmware for bank 0, using A3 and A0 vendor commands.

3.

The hex file provides the code bank number. Now the AD vendor command switches bank appropriately.

4.

The firmware download for this particular bank is accomplished using the A3 and A0 vendor commands

5.

Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the code for all the banks is downloaded.

Summary
This document describes how to develop an application when the firmware size exceeds the maximum size that the
microcontroller can handle. It also demonstrates one such algorithm and its implementation using the EZ-USB FX2LP
DVK.
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